All-season walking act for inhabited giant puppets
Les Balladines appear and everything calms down. Slowly, gently, they walk with
a light step.They take you instantly in a sweet timeless journey, at their own pace.
They are impressive, mysterious, surprising, poetic, playful. They are silent. We
just hear the light tinkling of the little bells of their dress. They stroll, tease and
delight young and old people. All in tenderness and softness, they give colourful
paper hearts to mark the privileged moment of the meeting.
Les Balladines are slowness in the fast pace of our lives; sweetness, calm, silence.
And the public says : « Oh! they are so sweet, it’s so nice ! »
Wandering dream, they embrace each scene of our daily life, covering them
with softness, leaving the passers-by astounded. It’s impossible to resist to the
sweetness of these characters. In front of so much tenderness of Les Balladines,
the audience literally fall for them.
Always improvising, the three actors who play Les Balladines, trained in masked
theatre and clown art, makes the public interact with them.
This show stages the confrontation of imaginary, very graphic characters, with
reality. A confrontation that causes a breakdown conducive to poetry, laughter
and sharing.
Les Balladines feel comfortable everywhere : in the city, in the countryside, at
the sea or in the mountains. Played according to the events, places, and meetings
with the public, designed for the street, in the shape of a moving show, Les
Balladines are three funny puppets of about 1,95 meter high. Its easy installation
makes it highly flexible and adjustable, suitable for all kinds of outdoor events.

Soft and unusual shows for young and old people

LES BALLADINES OVER THE SEASONS

DISTRIBUTION

Design and puppets : Roselyne Chauviré
Interpretation (alternately) : Alexandra Cochard, Sophie Verroest,
Roselyne Chauviré, Florence Joubert.
Photos : Loulou Moreau

Creator of puppets travelling ... in France and abroad
Throughout her work for different companies, Roselyne Chauviré has
created a very personal imagery, a refined graphic signature.
Her favourite field : to invent characters.
Her very particular, poetic and playful universe weaves colourful,
tender and mischievous puppets. 		
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Les Balladines, created in 2011, is her first personal street wandering
show.
In 2016, she reiterated the choice of the street wandering show with
Billy Bulle, her new creation. Billy Bulle is a funny little guy. He seems
to be coming from a cartoon or a comic...
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Roselyne Chauviré is happy to create for other companies as well as
for herself.
You may have already met Les Poules or Les DéDé’s at the corner
of a street, in France or in Japan..., or in a showroom Lulu Nuit
Blanche or Petit Bonhomme, which she created for La Cie Démons
et Merveilles...

« I try to do shows that do good to people. Sweet characters, happy, caring
to others. I particularly like to create and play characters for the street
stroll. The contact is direct. The improvisation game always challenges us
to respond to situations, to listen to each other. I like the sincerity of these
exchanges, the simplicity that brings intense moments of emotion. These
characters touch all generations. »
Balladines at night under their little starry sky

Roselyne Chauviré is also an author, composer, performer under the
name of Desrose and offers electro fantasy pop songs...

PLACES WHICH HAVE ALREADY
WELCOMED US

01 - Fête de l’Eau OYONNAX - 11 - Sol y Fiesta de LEUCATE
- 15 - Festival International de Théâtre de Rue AURILLAC - 17 Fête du Parc du Marais Poitevin LA GREVE SUR MIGNON - 29 Octobre Rose CONCARNEAU - 35 - Carnaval de SAINT MALO
- 38 - Carnaval FONTAINE - 44 - Festival Tissé Métisse NANTES Festival Court-bouillon SAINTE LUCE SUR LOIRE - Les Flâneries
ORVAULT - Festival des Arts Désordres THOUARE SUR LOIRE
- Parc des Dryades LA BAULE - Marché de Noël NANTES Rendez-vous au jardin ST PHILBERT DE GRANDLIEU - Jardin des
Plantes NANTES - Forum des associations REZE - Dans les jardins
TRENTEMOULT - Sunbay Festival LA BAULE - Les Hivern’Halles
MARCHECOUL - Ouverture de saison Cap Nort NORT SUR
ERDRE - Cité des Congrès NANTES - 49 - Aux Soleils d’Hiver
ANGERS - La fête du Miel SAINT ANDRE DE LA MARCHE Marché de Noël ANGERS - 59 - Les Fêtes de Gayant DOUAI
- 62 - Festi’Mômes NEUFCHATEL HARDELOT - 64 - Festival
Les Jours Heureux ANGLET - 66 - Jeudis de l’été PERPIGNAN
- 69 - Fête de l’Iris OULLINS - 72 - Festival Rockissimo SABLE
SUR SARTHE - 85 - Marché de Noël FONTENAY LE COMTE SWITZERLAND - Les Horlofolies à LA CHAUX DE FONDS ...

TECHNICAL LIST

3 people on tour.
Duration : 3 sequences of about 20 minutes
or 2 sequences of about 30 minutes
or 1 sequence of about an hour
Personal requirements : necessarily one person to
accompany the characters during the performances.
Needs : large dressing room with toilets, located very close
to the routes of performances - Mineral water.
Further comments : the presentation of Les Balladines
requires a first tour of the route one or two hours before
the beginning of the first performance.
The organizer must have the necessary authorizations
regarding the presence of Les Balladines in public places.

ADVERTIZING MATERIAL

Press pictures can be downloaded on the website.

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS
Contact us.
Agathe Carudel
production manager
Tel : 0033 698 96 26 38
Email : ademimot44@gmail.com

Join us on
www.roselynechauvire.com

Agathe Carudel
production manager
Tel : 0033 698 96 26 38
Email : ademimot44@gmail.com

Cie À Demi-Mot

22 rue de Basse Lande - 44400 Rezé - FRANCE
licence number 2-1051989
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